
June 29- July 1, 2018 
WEEKEND SCHEDULE

June 14-June 15
BIkes, BrewS & BeaTS

Friday, June 14 Saturday June 15
4:30 P.m. 

Village Kickoff Block Party

Let’s start the weekend with a good ol’ block party on Park Street in 
downtown Stowe! This year’s vendors include Mountain Ops, Stowe Trails 
Partnership, Alchemist Beer, VMBA, Wheels Around Waterbury, Stowe 
Cider, Pinnacle Sports, Stowe Sandwich, Piecasso and Ranch Camp. 

6:30 p.m.

Critical Mass Ride
At 6:30, we take to the streets for this slow moving cruise up Stowe’s 
iconic Mountain Road--costumes are highly encouraged! The more 
the merrier so bring your friends, bring the family. Departing from 
Park Street after the Kickoff Party, we’ll head up Mountain Road and 
conclude at the Gale Farm Center.  

7:30 p.m.

Piecasso
Kick off the weekend in style with great food, bevs and live music at 
the annual opening night party at Piecasso! Don’t miss out on the Giant 
bikes raffle - $10 a ticket and you must be present to win!

10:00 A.m. + 

Group rides! 
SUPER SECRET SOCIAL SAFARI RIDE 
The classic party ride - we aren’t telling you where we’re going. What we can tell you is that we are 
riding 10 to 15 miles in roughly 4 hours with a few pit stops with considerable climbing and descending. 
The ride is a more leisurely pace than the other hardcore rides but covers the same expert terrain. 
Rides depart 10:00am from Sushi Yoshi and return a few hours later. 
Departs at 10:00 a.m. from Sushi Yoshi parking lot / 4 +  hours 
Leaders: Kelly Murphey and Cyril Brunner 
Ability Level: Advanced

THE STERLING SHUTTLE 
We’ll shuttle up to Sterling Forest for a classic ride through the maple jungle on the way back to 
town. We’ll do a little bit of climbing on this intermediate ride, but saving plenty of energy to enjoy 
the more technical bits on the ride back to town. We’ll start with Callagy’s and Split Rock, and hit 
additional classic Sterling trails based on time.      
Departs at 10:00 a.m. from Sushi Yoshi parking lot / 3 hours 
Leaders: Deb Martin, Rachel Fussell, Mike Waldert, Shannon Mercurio, Matt Young 
Ability Level: Intermediate

SHUTTLE SOCIAL RIDE 
Shuttle up to the Trapps Bierhall - perhaps time to grab a beer before we start - and it’s all downhill 
from there! We’ll hit the classics on the way down, and end with a tour de Cady. Easy, social pace, 
all levels welcome.   
Departs at 11:00 a.m. from Sushi Yoshi parking lot / 2-3 hours 
Leaders: Drew Clymer, Lucy Nersesian, Liz Soper, Heather Lavoie  
Ability Level: Begintermediate/#lucyapproved

4:00 P.m.  

Stowe Cider Jam
Gather ‘round to tell tales of your day in the saddle while listening to the dulcet tones of Zach DuPont & 
Matt Deluca. 

Did you enjoy riding our trails? 
Join as a member or donate today to 
help us maintain them!

All membership dues go directly to trail maintenance and 
new trails. Member benefits include discounts, free lift 

access tickets, and more!

Visit www.stowetrails.org to sign up! Be sure to tag your photos with #StoweB3 !


